Science &
Technology
Innovation 2.0
Software to modernize continuous portfolio
decision support.

Modernize your Innovation Lifecycle
Organize Data for Action with our proven
methodology to establish criteria, prioritize,
and fund efforts aligned to the mission.

Connect Organizational Silos by aligning
processes for a standard and comprehensive
data-driven approach across the enterprise.

Turbocharged Requirements Intake using
custom forms to collect, organize, and
prioritize requests with direct input into a
structured data model.

Optimize for Every Scenario by leveraging AItrained to find and recommend options based
on your desired outcome
Flexible Reporting allows leadership to easily
assess and compare requests from across
their organization utilizing a consistent and
transparent scoring criterion.

A Data Driven
Process.
Develop high impact capabilities with a more
efficient evaluation and funding process.

Intake

Validate

Collaborate

Track Status of Funds

Reduce requirements
collection, errors,
and meetings with
a dynamic process
ending in a single
data model.

Guarantee data is
correct and meets
requirements with a
unified data model.

Collect the
knowledge of experts
to thoroughly
evaluate proposals.

Formulate a more
responsive budget
and ensure spending
is executed toward the
highest priority.

“

Decision Lens is changing our way of doing business. It’s all about automating and
streamlining the processes. By the end of this year, we estimate time savings to our existing
process of up to 40% due to Decision Lens, with additional projected savings in the future
as we continue to evolve and improve.
- Eve Hohn, Comptroller, 452nd Wing

The Result
Forever Future Ready. Create substantial
and sustained investment in transformational
capabilities without mortgaging today.
Enterprise-Wide Defensibility. See agencywide impact of high-level decisions and how
organizations as a whole are aligning to mission
needs.
Lockstep Mission Alignment. Create a collective
line of sight to strategy and tie your resources to
the lines of effort that most impact your mission.
Unrivaled Scalability & Speed. Leverage full
visibility into requirements, spend to adjust on the
fly, and maximize the allocation of resources.

Meeting Public
Sector Needs
Security
FedRAMP, IL-2 Compliant,
IL- 4/5 Ready
Flexible Contracting Options
SBIR, NASA SEWP, 8(a), GSA,
and Other Agency-Specific
Vehicles
Hosting Options
AWS GovCloud SaaS, AgencyNetworks (NIPR, SIPR, JWICS),
Self-Hosted

Decision Lens Clients

Let’s get started.
We have been modernizing public sector planning for 15+ years, evolving our solution to meet the
needs of today while delivering the cutting-edge capabilities of tomorrow.
decisionlens.com

sales@decisionlens.com

